
What is the one thing you like/dislike the most about your 
current trash collection?

What do you like the most about the bulk and brush 
changes? What do you like the least?

What are your main concerns with the proposals presented 
in the PowerPoint presentation?

Do you have any other questions or concerns regarding 
Lynchburg's trash collection system?

Personally trash collection is just fine where I currently live. I 
have never had a problem other then trash flying out of the 
truck from time to time. 

It will still be inefficient as the city cant get the current system 
correct.

Billing monthly is just another way for local government to 
screw over the population.

Balance your budget and then you wouldnt have to up the 
percentage you are about to take out of the local populations 
pocket. No one cares that the cost of eggs and what not have 
gone up while trash collection has not. Instead of doing an 
increase slowly like any normal place would Lynchburg City is 
poorly run and is now doing a study that will cost local 
taxpayers more money. Also if hiring two more drivers will 
solve the issue then it is even more laughable that a whole 
study has to be completed. No wonder no one wants to live in 
Lynchburg proper...

We have no problem with the current system. We produce 
one bag of trash a week and as senior citizens the cost 
doesn't burden our budget, unlike the proposed cost changes 
which will.

The new bulk changes do give some assurance that stuff will 
not sit on the curb for weeks!

The cost does not reward those who produce less trash and 
burdens those of lower incomes like senior citizens and the 
poor. It appears you are trying to justify massive cost 
increases by using other localities high costs as examples of 
how good we have it.

Collectors need to be more diligent in making sure trash stays 
in trucks. Also, when the current system was proposed and 
instituted with the new cans it was meant to save money on 
workers comp claims, well now the lift system is rarely used 
and collectors pick up cans just like they used to.

When it is raining they leave the lids of the trash carts open 
after they are dumped and when it is not raining they close 
the lids after they are dumped.  Why can't they just close the 
lids all the time?

Like all the proposed changes to the bulk and brush changes, 
especially the scheduled pickup weeks.  

I am a senior citizen of Lynchburg and a widow who's only 
income is my Social Security. As your Power Point 
presentation pointed out all the price increases for gas, 
utilities, food etc. that have occurred and are still occurring 
and now you are proposing unacceptable monthly charges for 
trash collection over the next five years. I have always used 
the 32 gallon trash cart and because I have been a faithful 
recycler my trash cart is normally only half full on garbage 
collection day.  And now you are proposing that everyone will 
be issued a 96 gallon trash cart.  Did you consider that many 
Lynchburg citizens can't physically handle a 64 gallon trash 
cart much less a 96 gallon trash cart. I know I won't be able 
to!   Will everyone stop recycling and just throw everything 
into these 96 gallon carts if they can push them to the street 
and fill up our landfill a lot sooner than expected?  I think you 
need to rethink many of these proposed changes and 
consider the needs of all of your tax paying citizens especially 
your senior citizens. 

If these proposed changes are passed, will an individual be 
given an option to refuse further weekly trash collection and 
not be billed.  Currently we can take 500 pounds of our 
garbage per month to the Concord Turnpike facility for free, 
will this be changed also?   

As a single homeowner household, the 32 gallon size is large 
enough. Our neighborhood as well as many others would 
have one person in home and needing only the smaller size. 

The schedule works fine as long as communicated more than 
once to residents. Many leaves here do not fall until early 
December. 

It would take me 3 weeks to fill a 96 gallon trash can. I would 
be paying the same as someone filling it every week. Offer 
the smaller size with smaller increase.  If someone does not 
comply with notice second time, change to larger size and 
cost. 

Notify all homeowners through out year of compliance and 
consequences. Enforce with pictures, warnings, increased 
cost to that homeowner. Offer Spring and Fall one time extra 
trash collection day above their trash can size. No other. 
Thank you for keeping our neighborhoods neat and clean. 



I like the consistency. It's never missed. The cans are sturdy. 
And the rates are reasonable, even with the recent hike. 

That it's done at all is nice, and not having to bag leaves is a 
big plus. I don't like not knowing the schedule. It seems 
random, thus allowing for bulk to sit for a week or two. 

I love the 96 gallon can. This is a must and needs to happen. I 
do understand that some people use less trash so maybe 
make people like me pay more? Because I'd do it. But some 
might not need that size. However if the trucks can't 
accommodate it, then yea, just go all 96 gallon. I love the 
switch to a monthly bill. Makes it easier to budget. Biggest 
concern is the price hike by 2025....without curbside 
recycling. I'll pay double if curbside recycling is thrown in. But 
that price of $250/year without anything else is going to be a 
tough sell to the public and one I'm not a fan of. You need a 
better PR pitch because just saying "we're going to charge 
more" without any value add is going to cause this to fail with 
the public. 

Like: smaller trash can size
Dislike: no recycling

N/A - Due to my house/street location there's nowhere to put 
brush/bulk items without blocking cars or mailbox (yard is on 
a steep downgrade). I do like that there's an assigned week 
now. 

The proposed raise in cost is too much without recycling 
included at some point before the cost is doubled (FY2023).

It would be nice to keep a lowered cost option with a smaller 
trash can size for people who don't need such a bigger size.

Dislike - no curbside recycling. Dislike - inconsistent schedule. The lack of curbside recycling. If the rate is more in line with 
other similar sized cities then the service offering should too. 

Our city councilors have more pressing issues and this is one 
of the more absurd issues. My wife and I are elderly and there 
is no way we can handle the proposed increase of the 
proposed size of the can. If those who can not afford the 
yearly fee the city should work with those citizens and not 
force the rest of us to pay monthly. It sounds more like a jobs 
program and would force the rest of us to look for alternative 
means to dispose of our trash. Who's idea was this anyway?

Sporadic at best This whole thing is absurd Yeah the proposed changes are ill conceived.

I have the larger trash can, and it often not big enough for my 
household. I understand the need for another increase in cost 
and think that monthly billing is the best way to collect future 
bills. 
I think it is working well-no complaints. We have a smaller can and it is half full most weeks. I 

certainly don't want a bigger unwieldy can.
I have bragged about the convenience of our system to my 
kids, who live in Atlanta and Northern VA.

I like that I have the option for a smaller can/lesser fee. I 
dislike that if there is one large item unable to fit in the can 
that it is left for bulk to pick up when it could easily have been 
thrown on the truck.

I like that the service is available. I don't like the length of 
time it takes to have it picked up or that I have had to send 
multiple emails before getting it picked up. I think a 
scheduled pick up might be good especially from the aspect 
of keeping the city clean/nice.

The monthly fee is a concern. I don't feel that I have enough 
trash to justify a 96 gallon can or a $20.00 monthly fee. I like 
paying one time and for just what I need.

My concern is for people who pay an additional service for 
recycling will soon have to pay for a larger size can collection. 
This is hard when you normally only have one bag a week. I 
do agree that the overflow and compliance is a problem. I 
watch week after week of trash being picked up with no tag 
or blue bag. Perhaps the city needs to research recycling pick 
up options as other cities already have that in place.



I like having the smaller (32 gal) garbage can/cart. My wife 
and I are senior citizens and we don't have a clear/easy path 
from our house to the street. The 32 gal. can/cart is all we can 
manage. Going to a 96 gal. cart would make it almost 
impossible for us to handle. Also, even with the smaller cart 
we often only put it out every other week. PLEASE do not take 
away the small (32 gal) can/cart option!!

We don't have any strong views on the current of proposed 
bulk and brush pickup.

The proposed larger can/cart greatly concerns me! As I stated 
above, my wife and I are senior citizens and we don't have a 
clear/easy path from our house to the street. The 32 gal. 
can/cart is all we can manage. Going to a 96 gal. cart would 
make it almost impossible for us to handle. Also, even with 
the smaller cart we often only put it out every other week. 
PLEASE do not take away the small (32 gal) can/cart option!!

We would be willing to pay the same fee as the larger cart if 
we are allowed to have the 32 gal cart/can. PLEASE provide 
this option!

I am ok with the price and service at moment. However; if 
there is a price increase I think the size of the trash container 
should increase too to hold more garbage. 

It is fine the way it currently works. Too bad curbside 
recycling is not an option.

Rarely need to use it, so to me, it is fine the way it is currently 
setup.

The cost increase is flawed because it does not show the 
impact on citizens currently paying for a 32 gallon container. 
For them, the cost is going to quadruple and go from 
$40/year to $240/year. It will likely lead to increased illegal 
dumping and recycling center bins contamination and 
therefore will be more costly to the city than predicted.

The City should keep the 32 gallon trashcan option at a 
cheaper price to encourage citizens to waste less and allow 
citizens on a budget to more adequately weather the cost 
increase. If the largest containers are offered for $20/month 
by 2025, the smaller containers should be offered for 
$10/month (which is still triple the current cost, but less 
outrageous than the sixfold increase of the current proposal). 

like smaller trash can, we recycle so only need small can, 
therefor pay less, easier to handle smaller can on steep 
drivewaya

Large can 
no incentive to recycle
higher cost

I am fine with the increase in cost, however 1) I will expect a 
much better level of service instead of consistently have to 
make repeated request over weeks to get brush, etc picked 
up. 2) go after the slum lords who expect their clean outs 
picked up for free! I do not want to pay for their profits. 
Please enforce all rules and laws! 3) I walk my neighborhood 
daily, after the garbage men go through I have to pick up bags 
of trash they let fly out of truck or just miss getting in it. 
I have always, and will always live in the city, citizens do 
create much of the trash issues, but please encourage better 
service 

I don't like that most people do not buy a trash tag , I was 
wrote up for no tag once and every one elves in the area 
never bought .

I think it'd be best if you could schedule your pick up , I've set 
things out it would set their for months 

Like : yearly decal,  weekly pickup,  two sizes of trashcans - we 
recycle a lot so we use smaller can

Large can The monthly billing will cost more to administer, waste of 
money

The city makes us get a trashcan then decals then the bags 
that's increase enough 

I like when you call they come out and pick the brush up Alot of people like myself cant afford the increase something 
has to give

No I just wish nothing will increase cause I'm on a budget it 
was hard enough to get a decal please think of another plan



Currently there is a 30 gallon for $X/yr can and a 60 gallon can 
for $2X/yr. I am understanding that the proposal is to 
standardize all cans at 90 gallons. Is that to say then that all 
residents will pay the equivalent of $3X/yr for trash disposal? 
As I use a 30 gallon can now, that would effectively triple my 
cost. 

I like the affordable cost even though the citizens really 
should not be burdened with decal bills isn't there enough 
grant money coming in the city to cover vista or at least keep 
decal costs down to 15.00 at max 

Don't like seeing bulk trash out on curbs for long length of 
time 

Over cost for decals everyone can not afford that 20. 00 a 
month for a decal what other options will you offer senior 
citizens students disabled elderly etc those on fixed incomes 

Why is this City overlooking and pushing out its mainstay 
citizens with over cost in everything this city is unfairly making 
it hard for people to live here who have lived here for a long 
time that is not a good fair way to treat citizens let's do better 
please 

The collection in Maple Hill subdivision is being handled very 
professional.

I like that it gets picked up but I do not like that it lays around 
so long before its picked up.

May concern is the monies having to be put out: taxes paid, 
trash tag for can and cost for blue bags for over flow. 

Is there any way each area could have an assigned day for 
brush pick up? 

No problems. I really appreciate the brush pick up!! The limits in when it will be picked up. Hopefully the new 
system will mean more efficient pick up.

Eventually all cans will be larger. Some have difficulty 
managing a large can and don't need it.

No

It is very inflexible. I like the additional trash pickup options. There is no mention 
of composting or otherwise recycling these items.

The overall system will make it easier to throw away trash 
instead of recovering resources for recycling and reuse.

Why can't Lynchburg use this change as an opportunity to 
embrace curbside recycling or install more recycling drop off 
sites?

I like that they do pickup,but I don't like that they leave trash 
in the cans and they don't report when there is bulk trash to 
be removed. Items stay on the curb for three weeks or longer 
causing the bulk trash to become an eye sore.

I think they should go back to picking up bulk the way they 
use to. Have a time in the spring for bulk pickup all at once. 
That way the bulk won't be out in front of people's houses for 
a long time the way it is now

The cost. I think it's just another way to make people pay 
more. I don't think we are getting our money worth now.

How will they know if u have paid your bill for the month and 
what will they do about your trash if u have not paid. If they 
leave it. It will only cause more problems. Then you will have 
created another problem.

Size of trashcan. A lot of people may have issues with larger 
trashcan. Especially older citizens or people who do not have 
a lot of upper arm strength. I would prefer a 64 ounce can 
instead.. Will blue trash bags be eliminated?

Yes. I think Lynchburg really ought to get on board with 
curbside recycling..Looks like we are behind in that area. 
Noticed all other cities in your list on PowerPoint have curb 
side recycling.

The trash collectors often leave the trash cart in the street 
after emptying it.

My household has always used a 32 gallon cart and this has 
always been sufficient because we recycle. It doesn't seem 
fair to require us to use and pay for the decal for a 64 gallon, 
much less a 96 gallon cart. Both sizes would be put out 50 to 
75% empty each week.

Additionally, the larger and heavier size would be difficult for 
us to maneuver as we are senior citizens with arthritis. The 
increased cost would be burdensome on our fixed income 
too. Have a little compassion for us older folks. I know my 
husband and I are not the only ones with these problems.

Why do you think it is necessary to implement the use of the 
96 gallon cart city-wide? It seems this would make people less 
likely to recycle. I know my household will probably stop 
recycling so that we could at least attempt to fill the huge 
cart. I don't understand the reason behind this and really 
think it is unfair as well as unwise.



I like everything about it. They do a great job and I am happy 
to follow the rules. I do wish the blue bags were bigger 
though.

I appreciate so much that the city does pick up brush! 
However, I do not believe that limiting the creation of a brush 
pile to one week a month is feasible. This will require people 
to create stick piles in their yards, then move the stick pile to 
the street thus having to handle this debris twice. For older 
people who do their own lawn work, this is physically taxing . 
For people who have to hire lawn care people, this is paying 
for twice the hired labor. During grass mowing season when 
sticks MUST be picked up, a pile of sticks can grow really 
quickly especially if you miss your week b/c of vacation, bad 
weather, ill health or unavailability of hired help, or there's a 
bad storm and you have lots of trees in your back yard.  If this 
is enforced, brush piles will appear in people's front yards, 
close to the street where they can easily be pushed into the 
required space for pickup, which defeats the purpose of 
limiting the creation of the pile to one week a month. 

In our neighborhood we have community stick piles. If 
someone starts a stick pile, then the neighbors around that 
pile will contribute to it so we only have one stick pile for 
several houses. Maybe this notion could be promoted to 
reduce the number of stick piles per street?

Continue to provide 3 sizes of cans. Educate people as to why 
it is one price regardless of the size. It's an easy concept to 
understand. 

Better education regarding what is acceptable as bulk and 
brush. Better education about what is acceptable as trash. 
Better education/posted guidelines about what is acceptable 
for recycling. 

Punitive enforcement of the trash/bulk/brush rules. It is 
maddening that I follow the rules but the deadbeats who 
don't follow the rules get the same great service and they 
suffer no penalty or consequences. (Or guilt, evidently.)

Required use of blue trash bags not enforced. If the trash is 
not picked up or a note left people would learn fast. 

Love the benefits. Usually picked up promptly. Paying for this 
with other trash collection nice 

Cost of monthly billing. Maybe offer small discount for those 
willing to pay annual fee.
Totally get the needed increase to public. 

Better labels on recycling bins good idea



I do not like how there is no recycling pick up. There should 
be a set date where plastic, cardboard/paper, and metals are 
picked up. The forum discussed bulk problems. How much of 
that bulk would go away if recycling was included with the 
trash pickup? If fees have to go up to include recycling pickup 
i am fine with that. While the city may have recycling 
dumpsters spread out that doesnt mean people know where 
they all are. Just like they may not know where public 
dumpsters are located.

Ontop of that a bio-trash could be collected as well. Used to 
make compost or fertilizer; this could be sold from the city to 
make a profit! If it comes from the earth or is part of food 
then it should be easy for people to understand it goes in the 
bio-trash. A set date where this is collected would also help 
reduce bulk trash. Several European countries have such 
programs in place; example Germany. 

Least

I did not feel like it addressed Recycling. 

Most

I would appreciate a set schedule that can be viewed readily 
online. With size instructions if i click on the date in question.

I would also appreciate more public education and awareness 
on how they can reduce their trash.

Lack of consideration for recycling What are you going to do about recycling!? Make it more 
accessible for home owners/renters/apartments/rowhouses! 

I dislike the lack of curbside recycling. 

The square van is a huge pain. So much wasted space when 
trying to get bags in it. 

There are not enough electronic waste collection days. Only 
have 4 collections a year makes for excessively long wait 
times during the collection days. 

The blue bags for overflow trash are not heavy duty enough 
and fall apart when you open them up to put the trash bag in 
them. 

It will be nice to know when to expect the bulk and brush 
trucks to run.

The proposed cost is excessive and no longer affordable. 
Especially to those families that are considered low income. 

The cost is more than doubling over the next five years and 
additional services (I.e. curbside recycling) are not being 
added. Even if it's true that Charlottesville is roughly 30,000 
people less than Lynchburg, they can provide curbside 
recycling with a cost of $280 per year. 

If cheaper, give the option of a local disposal site that 
residents can take trash to and trucks can haul to landfill 
when full. Like the county does. 

I like the convenience of curbside pick-up but the price 
increase was too much.

It's essy to place brush on the curb but I think there should be 
an online system where residents can submit a pickup instead 
of drivers having to go and search for the brush.

Price lncrease Would like to see curbside recycling because that would 
reduce trash amount.



I like that we can choose the size cart to reflect our needs. If 
you want to add 96 gallon carts as an option- fine, but keep 
the 32 gallon and 64 gallon, also. Let people decide which size 
best meets their current needs. If they constantly overfill their 
cart then they need to exchange for a larger size.

What I like most is we would know exactly when there would 
be a pick up instead of bulk sitting out on the curb for two to 
three weeks making my yard look messy and killing the grass 
waiting for pick up.

Making everyone pay for a 96 gallon cart seems ridiculous! 
My family hardly ever fills a 32 gallon cart on a weekly basis 
because we take the time to take things like mixed paper, 
cardboard, metal cans, and plastic bottles to recycling. Having 
that large of can and charging that much for trash is just going 
to send even more to the landfill because people won't 
bother to recycle anymore. Also, don't make the majority 
responsible for the negligence of the few. Larger cans and 
automatic billing will not stop these people from leaving that 
much trash around. It just means someone like my family who 
does not accumulate large amounts of trash will be helping 
pay the expense of you picking up their excess of trash.

Figure out a way to make those who have massive amounts of 
trash as shown in the pictures pay rather than making 
everyone else pay for them. 

My main concern is bulk pickup. Bulk pickup occurs often 
because of an event the creates a large amount of waste 
discharge from a residence. A flooded basement, a small 
renovation, or even a move can cause these. Sometimes 
these can be planned ahead. But sometimes they can't. I was 
in Roanoke County a lot recently due to the need to sell one 
of my dad's homes. Quite a bit of waste had to go to the curb. 
Fortunately Roanoke County picks up every other week. Had 
it been once a month I would have had a hard time. I imagine 
Lynchburg citizen would find this to be the same. 
https://www.roanokecountyva.gov/106/Bulk-Brush-
Collection



I honestly love having the annual decal, it's so much more 
preferable to a monthly fee especially if you aren't bringing a 
whole lot of money in. I work in EMS, which is underpaid 
enough as it is, a good chunk of my money already goes to the 
city and insurance and getting ready to go back to school has 
kept me at one job/one income. It's hard enough living 
paycheck to paycheck without another monthly fee on top of 
other appliance bills which heating/electricity both go up 
substantially when the weather gets to the extremes on both 
sides of the thermometer.

I honestly don't have much to dislike, about the current 
system aside from the overpriced blue trash bags. Paying as 
much as we do for such a small amount might be why the city 
has issues with the top row shown on slide 5 of the 
presentation where things were overflowing. Has the 
information been gathered is these houses are low income or 
not? Is it a small trashcan for a house with a large family 
and/or lots of pet waste?

The monthly billing process as stated above might not be 
good for the low-income families, the slides also show that 
you will increase costs but not add anything? If we are going 
to par with the big cities shown on the slide who offer 
roadside recycling then we might as well offer the same 
services for the same price instead of offering less service for 
a larger fee. 

Imagine how much less overflow there would be in trashcans 
if a portion of recycled material wasn't put in it. There are 
many families, especially people who work a lot and don't 
have much time to go out and take recycling who just opt to 
put everything in the trashcans.

We can't fairly compare ourselves to the localities that have 
double or half of our population in regards to services 
offered.

No, but a suggestion, curbside recycling should be added if 
our fees are going to increase to the same levels

I take the trash from my house and the trash from my 
mothers house to the landfill as part of my one a month 
allocated free access. 

I do not like the way everyone puts their trash on the side of 
the road. It makes the neighborhoods look trashy. They 
should have a # to call when they are going to have larger 
items that need to be picked up.

We do not generate enough trash to justify weekly trash pick 
up nor do I want to purchase the tags. If I am not using the 
trash pick up I do not think I should be charged for it. With 
the additional fees being discussed. 

I like the day of the week that trash is picked up. I have a 
small trash can, I do not need a big can at my house.

I do not use the bulk or brush pickup, I think the city needs to 
implement a charge for the bulk and brush pickup. The city 
needs to charge the property owner for this service, I do not 
think everyone's rate should go up to pay for this service if 
they do not use the service.

The city is still not in touch with all citizens usage. Looks good 
on Power Point but lacks real world usage.

Let's get inline with other city's our size and make all forms of 
collection affordable to all citizens. There are lot's of citizens 
that are on a budget because of their age and they don't use 
all of offered collection system.

Because I recycle, I only need to put my trash out about once 
a month. I use the blue bags...keeping them in my trash can 
until they are full. If I were charged a monthly fee, that would 
be a tremendous increase in cost for me. I would definitely 
stop recycling...would put a lot more out for pickup.

It is already to high, you went up $30 this year and that was 
way to much. Usually after they pick up the trash they literally 
throw your can to the curb and leave the lids open. Then you 
wonder why so many are broken lids coming of wheels don't 
work.

I have seen bulk stay on the side of the roads for a few weeks. 
I actually had to call and ask them to come pick-up after about 
3 weeks. Lack of employees is just an excuse.

Go back to 2x a week, that would help with build up and over 
flow. Seven days is to long to have trash sitting out. With so 
many wild animals coming into the city looking for food 
maybe it would help on rats, bears, fox, coyotes.etc.



Like removal of trash overall. Like annual decal payment. 
Don't like litter from bins left open, food scraps exposed for 
wildlife to scatter. Don't like paying for freeloaders via my 
through taxes/fees

Bulk as proposed is reasonable, however I liked frequent leaf 
collections in past years.

I am able to understand the collection system perfectly, so it's 
odd that the City thinks otherwise. I doubt public education 
will accomplish much. Everyone knows they shouldn't leave 
trash or bulk at recycling centers, but they still do it. I've 
heard talk about using standard, larger bins of 90+ gallons. 
This will lead to less recycling as more people will just put it in 
the huge bins.

It seems as th though public input isn't valued a lot. I feel as 
though these proposals will be enacted regardless.  However, 
I appreciate the opportunity to give my thoughts. 

I don't like the decals and bags. Would prefer an increase in 
taxes to cover cost of trash collection.

I like that we have brush and bulk collection. I wish that we 
could go back to the designated days for bulk pick up like it 
was years ago. I liked that you there was an opportunity for 
people to take what they wanted from your bulk pile and 
reuse it. The way it works now no one reuses AND the trash 
often sits at the curb for weeks before it gets picked up. 

I guess it would be ok to have a monthly fee. At least there 
would be no need for someone to drive around and make 
sure people have their decals and bags. 

I attended the meeting last night and thought of a question 
after I got home. If you had a duplex that you rent out and 
currently purchase two trash decals and have one water bill, 
with this proposal would you have the option to have 2 of the 
96 gallon trash cans? Would you then have 2 collection fees 
on the water bill? Thanks and I enjoyed the meeting. 

I like the option to leave bulk trash and leaves on the side of 
the road to be collected by the city. This is a great service. I 
dislike how long it takes for the bulk items to be picked up. 
There have been times where it seems everyone in the 
neighborhood has bulk trash in the road, which becomes an 
eyesore. That being said, I understand picking up all the bulk 
items is not easy to do. 

I like having a set in stone schedule for picking up bulk items. 
The only downside I see is the month-long time period in 
between pickups. This will allow bulk items to accumulate 
before pickup. I am unaware of the current time in between 
bulk item pickups for the city. 

I do not see any major concerns with the changes. Currently, 
we have a great value for the trash pick up. If we need a slight 
increase in price to make the entire system better, I support 
that. 

What is being done with the trash after it is collected? If the 
collection system is 25 years old, I assume the system for 
eliminating the trash needs to be updated as well. What is 
Lynchburg doing to responsibly dispose of the trash in a 
"green" manner? Does Lynchburg have a "green" plan in place 
for the city's trash?

Route fluctuations: Pick at our residence varies from 7:10 am 
to 7:30 pm depending on the week. Living on a busy 45mph 
road and having a can either sit until it is dark (late pick up) or 
sit empty all day while at work (early pick up) is not ideal. 
Having a consistent pickup time would allow for better 
planing to avoid this.

Most: Convenience. Least: un-prompt pickup (specifically with 
brush)

-The inconvenience of another monthly payment to the city. 
Having the option to pay for the whole year at once would be 
nice.
-Comparing Lynchburg to other municipalities based solely on 
population seems to not take in the full picture. Cost of living 
the

n/a

Paying for it, cans to small.
The only thing that is good about this system is you don't 
have to pay for the cans.

The bulk is the best thing that happened in Lynchburg. The 
down side is how long it takes to get to your residence. 

People trying to change to much to fast. The old system 
wasn't broken and they changed it to the system that they 
have know. You didn't have all of this trash throw 
everywhere. What you don't realize is a lot of people can't 
afford to pay what you are asking. Lynchburg have o e of the 
highest personal property tax in the area and they taxes just 
about if not everything in the city, why can't the trash be free

It should be free pick up for the residents 



I like that I can choose the size of my can and that I am 
financially rewarded for not creating a lot of waste. I create 
very little trash so I don't pay for the big can or multiple cans. 
The current system encourages good stewardship.

I live alone and have very little waste. I don't want a bigger 
trash can. I don't want to pay more for trash collection when I 
don't create the waste. I should not be financially penalized 
for other people's bad habits nor should I supplement their 
trash collection with my money. Why should I pay the same 
amount as a family of five who doesn't recycle?

No recycling N/A I live alone. A 96 gallon receptacle for me is ridiculous. I dont 
have nearly the trash as a medium size family. 
Also to give such a big recepticle doesnt encourage recycling. 
And that is irresponsible in this time.

We should be looking at ways to reduce our trash not 
increase it.

I like the ease of only having to budget 1 time for trash 
collection. It is a pain to remember sometimes, but overall 
having a lower monthly payment is better for me.

I wish bulk collection was on a more regular schedule. I think 
it's great this service is offered so often, but it would be nice 
to know set times on a regular rotation. Seeing bulk items 
sitting for days or weeks at a time is an eyesore and trash will 
sometimes begin to blow around or animals will get into it. 
Having a set day each month or every other month, etc, 
would allow residents to know exactly when bulk is coming & 
plan for it.

While i know some change needs to be made, more than 
doubling the amount of trash collection in just under 5 years 
is quite steep. Lynchburg already has one of the highest tax 
rates based on services provided, and this would do nothing 
but increase that further.

As a local property manager of an apartment community, i 
have fears of the increase rates causing people to cancel their 
trash pickup & utilizing "free" dumpsters, which aren't 
actually free. Unfortunately, this will in turn cause increases 
to area business owners who have to pass that cost along to 
their customers.

I definitely think changes need to be made - but i think they 
need to look into additional options than just increasing the 
rates. I think this will ultimately have an adverse affect.

I like that the bulk is picked up at the residence. Concerns are cost effectiveness. Cannot run city by city rates 
when all other cities except Bedford have recycling included 
in the weekly pickup. Also by not picking up recycling the 
centers will continue to be a place for trash and dumping. I 
see trash bags full of soiled diapers inside of the recycling 
containers regularly. This is a problem for selling the 
recycling! And defeats the purpose of these centers.

The monthly costs are too high and the citizens of Lynchburg 
already don't want to pay. This proposed change is asking for 
Lynchburg to become a more trash induced city. It will get 
worse instead of better.



Having a household size consisting of two adults on a fixed 
income, we rarely generate enough refuse to fill a 32-gallon 
cart on a weekly basis. The current rate and practice of using 
an annual trash decal works well for our purposes.

Placing bulk collection at the first week of the month on the 
regular day of trash collection is a good change as the 
residence would have a consistent day for bulk refuse 
collection . Present practice is inconsistent and often bulk and 
brush refuse lays in the yard until public works notices them, 
particularly in low traffic areas such as cul-de-sacs. 

No curbside recycling No schedule what I like most Increased fees less service Need curbside recycling to reduce landfill trash 

Dislike no curbside recycling Like no schedule Raising fees no raise in service Get rid of blue bags 
Monthly bill on water bill
But needs to be a credit for recycling 

Reliable Dependable and free, but it can be embarrassing to have a 
nulk item on the curb for 2 weeks without knowing what day 
it will be picked up.

Expensive and do not solve the deadbeat problem. It would 
be much better to revert to the inclusion of trash collection in 
real estate taxes. Then they would be enforceable through tax 
liens.

No recycling. These are immaterial to me. I have sufficient space to allow 
brush to decompose and I can carry bulk waste to the dump 
myself.

Don't take 5 years to do this cost hike. Take a year or two for 
most of us and 5 for income based, burden of proof on 
customer and not city for income based. Personally, if I had 
recycling EVEN ONCE A MONTH, I would be far happier with 
our sanitation services and would make much less waste. 
Also, consider a hybrid or plug in truck please. Less long term 
cost and maintenance, better for the environment.
Brush bulk schedule, even though I don't plan to use it, is 
confusing. What about "call for pickup" for brush and bulk or 
an online form?

Just a thought, I know Liberty can and has been a huge prick 
to the City but my employer has used their engineering 
students to do our own projects for the student's capstone 
work and our management has been DELIGHTED with them 
(data gathering, organization, analysis, etc.) I know 
government is not private sector but if it's pertinent, use 
them for free labor.

Municipalities seem to view waste disposal as a service to the community that is somehow be economically feasible or even profitable. 
While the cost of the service does indeed rise over time, I must object to having my cost dramatically increased because a certain group of 
citizens will not follow the rules or the city to match the financial considerations of neighboring localities. I would like to point out 
increasing the frequency of collecting the trash fees to the proposed monthly basis increases the labor requirements for collecting the 
fees; - 	Resulting in more complexity. - 	More complexity increases the cost administration of the policy. - 	More administration cost will 
be used as the justification for even larger fee increases.  - 	More management doesn't result in improved service for the citizens of 
Lynchburg, just more expense.I will relate to you my experience not wishing to give you any ideas because the effect results in the issue of 
refuse disposal to become prohibitively expensive. I relocated here approximately seven years ago from a city that ceased to collect even 
household compostable waste. The city then licensed commercial trash haulers to operate within the city, one of these became especially 
prominent to the point of having nearly a monopoly within the city. This company has come control much of the trash collection within 
the city and is the sole proprietor of the transfer that all city-licensed haulers are required pay tipping fees and use. Just another 
illustration of how increased administration may result in increased cost with no improvement in refuse for the citizens of Lynchburg.
RECYCLING: I am an avid supporter of recycling. I have pet peeve about the lack of glass recycling. Again, municipalities view waste 
disposal and recycling as a service to the community that is somehow be economically profitable. Recent national news broadcast have 
made it a point to make pollution caused by plastics a hot topic. Local waste disposal concerns have an equally huge problem when they 
take the time to consider the volume of glass containers, particularly beverage bottles, are deposited weekly in our landfills. Stroll down 
the adult beverage aisle of a local grocery store and consider the number of glass bottles found in this aisle alone. Then wonder around 
the rest of the store and take notice of the number of glass jars and bottles on the shelves. My ecological consciousness causes me to 
object to tossing glass beverage bottles into the trash. At this point I estimate I have a collection of at least six cases, twenty-four bottles 
to a case, currently stored in my basement. I have reluctantly been placing them in my thirty-two gallon cart in attempt to dispose of 
them.In my childhood we returned glass bottles to the grocer for deposited, they were returned to the bottler, cleaned and refilled. I'm 
not advocating a return to this practice but wouldn't be a bad idea. What is really needed is a recycling program that addresses the 
volume of glass containers without profit as a requirement. Better yet, require beverage containers be of a readily recyclable material, 
such as aluminum or bi-metal cans. 



It's already too expensive, and in a city where down every 
hillside lies a pile of trash, increasing the cost so much - 2X - 
will absolutely make that problem worse!!! If you added a 
free bag for every bag of litter picked up, then the incentives 
would be aligned

I think it's a great program, the fact that it's free makes for a 
much cleaner city...there would be more trash dumped 
illegally without it. 

Do not double the price! Instead, think of creative ways to 
minimize illegal dumping and the trashy areas that lie behind 
every house and every dead end. maybe a free month of trash 
removal for the collection of a truckload of trash. Something 
like that ..$20/mo is a big bill to expect of people on whose 
backs the government already burdens with property taxes, 
rainwater taxes, food taxes, etc...

Don't be ridiculous, noone's 

If the plan is to convert my 30 gallon can and replace it with a 
90 gallon can (thus presumably then resulting in a threefold 
increase my cost), then you should roll in curbside recycling at 
the same time to offset the larger can and increased fees. We 
recycle a lot and thus now a 30 gallon can is ample. The only 
way our household will need a 90 gallon can would be if we 
were to stop recycling and/or fill up the can with yard waste. 
Or... maybe two or three neighbors go in together and get 
one 90 gallon can to share. That'd be a simple enough 
workaround. 

Cheap but extras not collected if not in blue bag. Still should 
have tags for non blue bags.

You know when it is. If bulk is not bagged, piles would be 
unsightly and could attract animals.

None. Sounds like a good plan. Need some cleanup maintenance program at recycle areas. 
Service them more on weekends. They are generally full by 
Sunday.

The present system works fine for us.
If more funds are needed raise the yearly fee. Monthly billing 
will cost twelve times more to process than yearly - why 
change to monthly? Use the Roanoke method of payment just 
add it to the real estate bill. This would save even more 
processing expense.

The old was simpler - the new is more complex, but either is 
fine.
Do what is most efficient and simple for the PWD and the 
residents.

The cost increases are troubling, but probably necessary. Keep the dumping facilities as they are.



Other than no curbside recycling, the complexity of it with 
either tags or now bags that can only be purchased certain 
places, or an annual decal that can only be purchased one 
place or that you specifically have to order online. When I first 
moved here, I kind of liked using the tags to only pay for the 
trash service that I needed. I usually don't put trash out 
weekly, so the annual decal didn't seem like a good value. But 
the tags were so inconvenient to buy, available only at places 
I don't normally go to. And then the vendor I was buying them 
from never seemed to have the 32 gallon ones, so I switched 
to the annual decal.

Having a scheduled week seems like a good idea, in theory. 
That way you know when to expect pick-up instead of things 
sometimes sitting around for weeks. It's just that when you 
need bulk and brush pickup isn't so predictable or scheduled. 
You're moving, there was a nice weekend and you had the 
time to do trimming and yard clean-up, you finally got started 
on that home project, etc. People aren't going to or can't 
always wait until their scheduled week to put trash or brush 
out, so you will basically be guaranteeing that at least some of 
what goes out on the curb is going to be sitting there for 2 or 
3 weeks. Perhaps a system of requesting a pick-up would be 
better, or at least be included in addition to the regularly 
scheduled weeks. That said, I've always been impressed that 
Lynchburg does bulk and brush pick-up on a rolling basis. 
Where I lived before had pick-up only a few times a year. 
Anything in between was by request only.

I'm not sure how I feel about the one-size, one-cost idea. I 
have a one-person household that doesn't usually generate a 
lot of trash. Most weeks I don't even need to put out my 32 
gallon receptacle. Having the current 2 different sizes and 
prices seems a little more fair, in that I pay less by not 
generating as much garbage. 

Also ALL of the comparison cities (except Bedford) included 
curbside recycling in their service. I've always found it 
aggravating that a city the size of Lynchburg and with its tax 
rate does not have curbside recycling! (And then the drop-off 
recycling doesn't accept glass!) In the presentation, it says 
curbside recycling would not be part of the short-term 
recommendations. But then it's also never mentioned in 
either the mid or long-term recommendations, in spite of 
both of those sets of recommendations including cost 
increases.

Lastly, you are talking about more than doubling the cost of 
the exact same level of service over the next 5 years. That's a 
huge increase, and burdensome for many with low and 
moderate incomes. And in fact, my costs would more than 
double, since it seems the $9+ current monthly	 fee must be 
based on the 64 gallon collection, and not on the less 
expensive 32-gallon annual decal fee.

Having trash collection billed monthly together with water 
and sewer, or even annually with real estate tax billing would 
be a vast improvement over the current complicated and 
highly inconvenient system.

I don't know if it would be a viable or legal option here, but if 
so, Lynchburg even might consider having a separate trash tax 
based on real estate values (collected as part of real estate 
taxes) instead of a monthly or annual fee. That's how trash 
collection was paid for where I lived before in Frederick, MD. 
Because you weren't getting a separate billing monthly or 
annually, and it was lumped in with your total real estate tax 
liability, it felt almost like getting the service for free	 (which of 
course it wasn't even remotely). And service was excellent, 
with twice weekly pick-up and single-stream curbside 
recycling this in a city smaller than Lynchburg. Naturally, by 
comparison, I was quite disappointed by Lynchburg's strange 
and convoluted trash collection system, and complete lack of 
curbside recycling. As I said though, I'm not sure if such a tax 
would be permitted in Virginia.

Dislike: no curbside recycle pickup. If the cost of trash pickup 
is going to go up, I expect services to GREATLY improve as 
well. I don't care about a bigger trash can.

I like knowing when my bulk trash will be picked up so it 
doesn't sit in my yard for a month or more!

Cost: Why will we pay so much more than Roanoke with 
fewer services? (Curbside recycle)
Why the expense of new bigger trash cans that the average 
person won't be able to manage? Why discounts for some? 
Why not keep our current cans? Are you doing away with 
recycling in the city altogether?

Love the ability to control our costs and the pay for what you 
use

knowing when the bulk items will be picked up costly for seniors and lower income folks other localities with the high costs also provide recycling

I don't like anything about bulk and brush pickup. Why should 
citizens not be charged for this service? If I take debris to the 
landfill, and am overweight, I get charged. Using my vehicle, 
time and labor. Or I can put it at the curb and the city will pick 
up for FREE. Makes no sense at all. Same with leaf collection. 
The city should focus on the BASIC needs of the citizens trash 
removal and let the citizens take care of their own bulk trash 
and leaves.

If monthly billing is implemented, how will it be enforced 
pertaining to who has paid and not paid?



I appreciate the options for two sizes. My household is 
definitely a small trash household, but I still need pick up 
every week. My neighbors are a large trash household. The 
current two size options, 1/week works vary well for the 
various types of households. 
I also very much like the consistency and the way holidays are 
managed. 

No comments on bulk and brush. 

For regular trash, I like the recommendation for more strict 
and enforced violations. 

Only one size is a major concern. There are many people in 
this town who will no way fill the large trash can. We are not 
students or families. The city needs to recognize that there is 
a spectrum of people that represent this town. If only the 
large can is included and its associated price, you will have 
more people NOT participate in the program. 
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